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Objective
Reduce the number of wells routinely sampled at long-term monitoring Sites. 

Automated Resources

‣ Data wrangling,

‣ Mann-Kendall trends, 

‣ List of nearby wells screened at a similar interval, 

‣ Summary Statistics that include comparison to regulatory standards, 

‣ Extent of degradation, and

‣ Contour optimization. 



Automated Data Wrangling with R and Python

‣ Scripts were developed to: 

query site databases,

convert results to consistent units,µg/L

select the most representative result 

across multiple analyses and field 

duplicates,

calculate temporal averages,

calculate totaled values (e.g., Total VOCs),Σ

convert concentrations to molarity, and

generate an output file that facilitated use 

of Power BI for calculations and visuals.



Automated Data Wrangling with R and Python

Scripts distributed via Woodard & Curran Github!



Mann Kendall Trends 
(Mann Kendall automation presented at ICEDM 2022)

For total VOCs, the trends were assessed based on the 

totaled mass of analytes instead of concentrations.



Nearby Wells with Similar Screen Interval



Nearby Wells with Similar Screen Interval

Used an R script to return the following information:

‣ The number and names of all Site wells that have been within 50 ft

‣ Nearest Active Well

‣ The distance to that well

‣ The screen interval of that well (to easily double check it overlaps)

‣ The number and names of active wells within 50 ft



Automated Summary Statistics
Sitewide Review of Individual Analyte

Power BI DAX Expressions were built to 

calculate statistics from script-generated 

input file.

Measures allowed

dynamic recalculations



Automated Summary Statistics
Review of analyte concentrations at an individual well

Yellow-highlighted 

analytes have been 

detected at least 

once at a given 

location.



Automated Summary Statistics
Review of analyte concentrations at an individual well

Red text indicates 

the analyte has 

exceeded 

applicable criteria 

at least once.



Extent of Degradation

The extent of degradation was calculated using the 

following equation:

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑦 − 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

If the degradation ratio is greater than one, the 

compound is considered to be degrading at that well.



Extent of Degradation – Power BI Display

Power BI DAX Expressions were 

built to calculate ratios from script-

generated input file.  

The input file stored concentration 

and molarity.



Regulatory Exceedance Map
Input data provided by Python script to 

evaluate last 4 samples collected from 

each well.



Contour Optimization

‣ Identify representative wells for long-
term, basin-wide groundwater quality 
monitoring using spatial distribution

‣ Methodology:
1. Create concentration contours based 

on the constituents’ concentrations on 
each well

2. Remove the well that provides the least 
amount of information to the contour 
for all constituents

3. Repeat Step #2 and stop when a 
threshold is met

Yuba Subbasin – California 



Contour Optimization

‣ Yuba Subbasin results:
▪ From 55 wells, 26 wells were selected for long-term groundwater quality monitoring

▪ Maintaining the spatial distribution of the constituents’ concentration

‣ Tool provides flexibility
▪ Can be applied to different subbasins

▪ A subset of wells can be set as fixed

• Wells that exceed Primary MCLs

‣ Provides a scientific base for establishing a high-quality, cost-effective 
regional groundwater quality monitoring network



Project Conclusions:

Notable cost savings Increased project sustainability



Return on Investment from Scalable Tools



Next Steps

‣ Incorporate monitoring optimization 
tools into Power BI interface 
connected to multi-project Azure 
SQL Database



Questions?
September 12, 2023
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